Note: to enter Knight Chem Lab you must enter the Main Auburn building and take the enclosed bridge walkway. (see page 2 detail)

Note: the best way to find ASEC 272 is to take the door in the middle of the enclosed bridge walkway between ASEC and KNCL. (see page 2 detail)

Note: FOR ASEC B206, B213, D404, enter ASEC through the doors highlighted “ENTER” on the map above and go down the first hallway located on the LEFT. D404 is on the left hand side of this hallway, or take the stairs at the end of this hallway to go down to level B (see page 2).

Note: * For Esports: To avoid truck traffic backing up off Carroll Street, DO NOT CROSS ROAD from the ASEC building. Instead, go around and thru STUN. Enter the STUN on the North side, go down stairs, then exit STUN on the South side, and turn right, stay on the sidewalk and enter Esports around the corner.
CLOSE UP MAP TO AUBURN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING CENTER
Bridge Walkway (to ASEC 272) and ROOMS B213, B206 and D404 (lower levels)

CLOSE UP OF BRIDGE WALKWAY FROM AUBURN TO KNIGHT CHEM LAB AND MARY GLADWIN HALL

ROOMS B213, B206 and D404: enter ASEC through the doors highlighted “ENTER” and then turn left to go down the first hallway on the LEFT. D404 is located in this hallway on the left. Go down the stairs at the end of this hallway to reach the lower level B where B206 & B213 are located.

* The best way to find ASEC 272 is to take the door in the middle of the enclosed bridge walkway between ASEC and KNC